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Guidance on Part-I Personnel Costs

Question 

Number

Last Update to 

Answer
Question Answer

1 22 July 2022
What are some examples of language that we could use in a job 

description to justify that they do E&E work (75/25 eligible)?

Based on legal recommendation, we will not provide example job 

description language to specifically justify E&E eligible work. Update 

your job descriptions to accurately reflect the work done by each 

employee and use the Backup Documentation Notice where 

appropriate.

2 22 July 2022
Throughout the day a worker may be doing various E&E or Non-E&E 

work, so how do you split that up?

Direct workers will be using daysheets. Their entries will already be 

sorted between E&E and non-E&E activities. 

For a cost allocated position, you will need to make sure that their job 

description includes language to indicate that they perform allowable 

E&E activities.

3
22 July 2022

Interpreters that work for all units... how is that split each month?

As this is a cost allocated position, you will need to make sure that their 

job description includes language to indicate that they perform E&E 

support activities, or interpreting for E&E.

If interpreters use daysheets, then their entries will be sorted between 

E&E and non-E&E activities. Interpreter activities are only allowable at 

75/25 when interpreting for clients in the E&E process for applications, 

recertifications, and case maintenance.

4
22 July 2022

Would it be up to the supervisors to tell us what category the workers 

fall in each month as we wouldn't know what kind of work was 

performed each month (E&E vs training)?

We just want to avoid any audit exceptions based on what we assume 

the worker is doing and what is reported on daysheets.  I think for my 

county at least it will be a joint effort with the supervisors to ensure the 

category is accurate each month.

When non-E&E personnel conduct an E&E activity that would be 

reimbursable at 75/25, you will need to know that in order to submit the 

proper documents through the Backup Documentation Notice. For 

normal workers, the job description will indicate if they are regularly 

conducting E&E activities.

5 22 July 2022

We heard that eligibility of finance staff would need to have access to 

NC FAST. Do we know what role these people would be under in NC 

FAST?

Routine fiscal activities of a finance / budget staff do not fall under E&E, 

but if they complete E&E case activities or inquiries, that would be 

eligible.
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Question 

Number

Last Update to 

Answer
Question Answer

6 22 July 2022
Would QC staff be E&E allowable when reviewing case records and 

would they do daysheets?

QA/QC costs including audits and investigations are considered 

activities subsequent to the eligibility determination, and therefore 

eligible to only 50% FFP.

7 22 July 2022

Process of updating the master list in NC-CoReLS - do we need 100% 

of staff listed? 

And should they all have the 2 new fields completed?

Yes, you need to have 100% of active staff associated with a new state 

job class and allowability description. You will not be able to complete 

NC-CoReLS 1571 process unless all fields are completed in the payroll 

documents.

Inactive staff do not need to appear in payroll import file.

8 22 July 2022

When looking at customer service regarding the call center, what if 

workers are performing customer service in office and updating NC 

FAST?

Costs of call center staff are eligible at the 75% rate only for activities 

related to eligibility determination or on-going case maintenance. There 

must be documentation of some sort showing that part of this person's 

job is work performed in NC FAST.

Those call center functions related to benefits, general beneficiary 

education, plan choice are eligible at the 50% FFP level.

9 22 July 2022

What about IT staff who makes sure the system is up and running for 

E&E staff, troubleshooting system issues, maintaining internet 

connection and telephones, making sure computers operate to conduct 

E&E. 

Should them be included in 75/25?

IT staff managing access to NC FAST (e.g., the county Security Officer) 

are eligible to 75/25, but IT management of the E&E system is a state 

function.

Eligible for 75/25 would be setting up or maintaining workspaces and 

workstations used for E&E system work (costs of the operation 

environment).

10
22 July 2022

Could SIS codes be developed for each of the allowable services and 

then the workers could code their daysheets and the information would 

be uploaded on the daysheet?

This is an allocated position. CMS is concerned about how we know 

these individuals support E&E. There will be a non-E&E supervisory 

support code whether the staff previously reported as 85 or 98. Those 

two codes are being established for Part-I. If the county wants to have 

those workers do a daysheet, they have that choice. If you follow the 

guidance and say this person does perform these E&E activities, then 

through the regular Cost Allocation Process, that share will go to 75/25. 

It's a county decision.
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Question 

Number

Last Update to 

Answer
Question Answer

11 22 July 2022

Please talk more about staff development and training. Trainers train on 

a policy updates as well as NC FAST. Are these activities allowable? It 

helps to determine accurate E&E.

If we are training on Medicaid policy which is important to E&E, is this 

allowed at 75/25? Sometimes this does not include work in NC FAST, 

but cover understanding of policy.

Training of personnel directly engaged on use of NC FAST is 75/25 

allowable, but training on eligibility determination policy itself is not 

75/25 allowable.

If NC FAST is not covered, then training personnel cost and expenses 

are only eligible to 50/50.

12 22 July 2022
Does access to NC FAST need to be included in job descriptions? The 

state job classifications do not.

State job class descriptions are for reference only, they are not meant 

to replace your local job description. Map your staff to the closest 

matching state job class and update your local job descriptions to 

include all activities that your staff completes. If they have access to NC 

FAST and conduct E&E activities, updating their job description with 

NC FAST activities can justify 75/25 funding.

If it's not clear what functions the individual performs, it should be 

added.

13
22 July 2022 Would Program Integrity be eligible for 75% if working on Medicaid 

claim?

No. Once a case is determined eligible, the E&E portion is complete. 

Fraud is eligible for 50%.

14
22 July 2022

When do we submit our documentation of the job descriptions?
To justify a non-E&E worker as eligible for E&E work, you would submit 

that backup documentation notice after submitting your DSS-1571.

15
22 July 2022

On positions such as interpreters who interpret for multiple programs 

but meet the requirements for E&E, are we going to have to figure a % 

of their time to meet the 75/25?

This goes as well for admin and fiscal positions. Do we just choose the 

75/25? Do we not have to apply a %?

The reporting of E&E Direct staff will not be affected as they complete a 

daysheet which accounts for their time and effort.

For allocated staff members, you will need to decide if they are E&E 

allowable based on the duties and functions. To help you decide that 

you need to check if they are participating to eligible E&E activities.
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Question 

Number

Last Update to 

Answer
Question Answer

16 22 July 2022

As an Assistant Director that supervises the Medicaid Program 

Administrator who supervises/oversees the Medicaid supervisors and 

line workers, is my position eligible for 75% if I do not have access to 

NC FAST?

You would be eligible for 75% FFP if your supervisory or leadership 

responsibilities directly relate to the following E&E processes: 

- Intake, Acceptance, Eligibility Determinations, Outputs, On-going case 

maintenance, Customer Service (only for activities related to eligibility 

determination or on-going case maintenance), and Maintenance and 

routine update to the system (NC FAST).

If you do not have access to NC FAST, then you likely are not eligible 

for 75% FFP.

17
22 July 2022

How will we know if the worker is doing work during their day that is not 

allowable? Like mailing letters, etc.? Will there be a daysheet code they 

will use?

The big area that Medicaid has questioned is allocated staff. What you 

are to do is make sure that job descriptions are up to date with E&E 

activities, and then the Cost Allocation will determine the 

reimbursement.

18 22 July 2022
For those doing actual daysheets, you would choose E&E Direct on the 

EE allowability description in the template. Is this correct?
Yes, that's correct.

19
22 July 2022

Will we have to set job class each month or will it carry forward?

Once you set the job class, you should be able to keep it the same 

each month with a periodic review to maintain its accuracy. You should 

not have to reset the job class each month.

20
22 July 2022

Would a county DSS be able to establish a methodology to attribute a 

portion of the CAP to E&E activities, or would this need to come from 

the CAP preparer and be included in the official plan?

It is the county's discretion as to whether or not they want to have their 

CAP preparer utilize the guidance and develop those costs based on 

what is E&E and what is not E&E allowable.

21 22 July 2022
Would daysheets be looked at for E&E functions (e.g., phone calls in 

case management) or would this be tied to a timestamp in NC FAST?

For any audit and review purposes, they may look at any source 

documentation.

22 22 July 2022

Can you describe what an E&E Training / OSS workers would do? 

Would they be the workers that train new eligibility workers before they 

go on the floor?

This could be the workers who train new eligibility workers before they 

go on the floor, however E&E training personnel cost or non-personnel 

expenses need to include use of the NC FAST to be eligible to 75/25.

If it only covers eligibility or other non-system related training, it will be 

eligible to 50/50 only. For further clarification, review the 75/25 

Guidance document.
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Question 

Number

Last Update to 

Answer
Question Answer

23 22 July 2022
Will it be everyone in DSS who needs to be on the new payroll import 

spreadsheet?
Yes.

24 29 July 2022

The local government job descriptions are generic for IMC2 and IMC3, 

mentioning food stamps, Medicaid, SA and AFDC (not Work First).  Do 

our job descriptions have to be more specific for IMC2’s who only do 

Medicaid?

State job class descriptions are for reference only, they are not meant 

to replace your local job description. Map your staff to the closest 

matching state job class and update your local job descriptions to 

include all activities that your staff completes. If they have access to NC 

FAST and conduct E&E activities, updating their job description with 

NC FAST activities can justify 75/25 funding.

If it's not clear what functions the individual performs, it should be 

added.

25 29 July 2022

Our check-in staff (Customer Service Reps) have NC FAST access, 

scan in Medicaid Apps, etc. and we currently put them on our effort 

spreadsheet as 98/00/B. Would I just leave them the same? Or do I 

need to change them to "E&E Allowable"? 

If they are performing E&E Allowable activities, then the employee 

would be marked as E&E Allowable, while it would still be 98/00/B on 

the effort spreadsheet. 

If the employee is not conducting E&E activities, they would be marked 

as Non-E&E on the payroll import template and 96/00/B on the effort 

spreadsheet.

26 29 July 2022

We have a Receptionist who is classified as a Data Entry Specialist, 

whose duties more align with a Processing Assistant III.  She is 

Medicaid Non-E&E because she has confirmed with us that she does 

not do anything with Medicaid in NCFAST.  Even though she is Non-

E&E, should we use the State Job classification of Processing Assistant 

III on the new payroll spreadsheet or keep her State Job Classification 

as Data Entry Specialist?

Counties utilize many of the State Job Class titles for staff whose duties 

are the same or very similar.  The State Job Class does not determine 

E&E Allowability for allocated staff – it is the functions / work performed 

by the position.  Data Entry shows as Potentially Allowable – which 

allows you the ability to state she is or is not E&E Allowable. 

27 29 July 2022

We want to make sure this is only Medicaid/SA Eligibility Determination. 

Any of our other positions who have nothing to do with Medicaid and 

never perform any Medicaid E&E functions within NCFAST, are not 

affected.  Is that right? 

Somewhat – the only staff this is going to affect are those which are 

allocated to MA and SA.  For any portion of their salary & fringe to be 

allocated to 75% MA and 75% SA, the position must perform E&E 

allowable functions. 
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Answer
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28 29 July 2022

Our NC FAST county champion works within cases in NC FAST to get 

them to work for the eligibility workers as well as submitting tickets 

when she is unable to correct the issue herself. Would this position be 

E&E allowable since she is assisting in the eligibility process?

Depending on which activities your NC FAST County Champion is 

conducting will determine whether they will be E&E allowable. Refer to 

the Guidance document.

Having access to NC FAST does not necessarily mean that your 

employee is E&E Allowable.

29 29 July 2022

Social work supervisor shows as ineligible, but they have access to NC 

FAST, why would they not be eligible? 

What about social workers?

Simply having access to NC FAST does not itself mean that an 

employee is eligible for the enhanced rate of 75/25. The employee must 

be conducting E&E activities as per the Guidance document.

30 29 July 2022
What about APS Social Workers who code to MAC? Are they E&E 

eligible? APS Supervisors?

MAC and Medicaid are 2 different programs. MAC is eligible to 50% 

FFP only.

31 29 July 2022
If the county pays attorneys to help Medicaid staff understand deeds 

and trusts to determine eligibility, would this cost be E&E allowable?

Much like when training staff is teaching eligibility policy but not training 

within the E&E system (NC FAST), this would not be an E&E allowable 

cost.

32 29 July 2022

I just saw the guidance for our IT members administrators  covering 

computer assistance, would IT backup staff also charge as E&E 

allowable ? 

If that person is your security officer, which is responsible for granting 

access to the E&E system NC FAST, then they will be considered E&E 

allowable.

33 29 July 2022
If a finance position is just responsible for the DSS-1571 reporting, 

does this position meet the E&E criteria?

No. Completing the DSS-1571 reporting is part of their regular duties 

and is not directly tied to E&E and do not require inputs in NC FAST.

34 29 July 2022
Do finance people have to access NC FAST in order to meet the 

requirement?

Access to NC FAST is not always required in order to be E&E 

allowable, however it is less likely that a worker would be E&E 

allowable if they do not have access to NC FAST.

Review the most updated guidance document for which activities are 

considered E&E eligible at 75/25. If your finance staff conducts those 

activities as part of their regular duties, then they will be considered 

E&E allowable.
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Guidance on Part-I Personnel Costs

Question 

Number

Last Update to 

Answer
Question Answer

35 29 July 2022

Our office has lead workers that also assist with cases, give feedback 

to staff on questions regarding E&E (as the cases are being 

processed), does QC, carry a small caseload. They would be eligible, 

correct?

If they are carrying cases, they will document it in their daysheet, and 

they will be able to include this time as allowable to 75/25.

For support of a new case worker being supervised, during which 

supervisor / lead workers spends time supporting a case being 

processed, this would be eligible as well.  If they review the case after 

eligibility has been determined, then it would not be eligible (QC is not 

eligible).

36 29 July 2022 How would that training time be coded on day sheets?

We are offering E&E and Non-E&E administrative function codes. So, if 

training on E&E system, you can use the E&E code. If training does not 

cover E&E system, you can use the Non-E&E code.

37 29 July 2022
Can you provide more clarification on training? How was it determined 

that reading policy is not related to E&E? 

CMS shared clear guidance on training allowability to 75/25 claiming: to 

be eligible, training needs to cover Medicaid E&E system readiness, 

which in our state is NC FAST. E&E-related policy training is allowable 

to 50/50 claiming.

38 29 July 2022

We have Medicaid Transportation Workers (NEMT). I can’t find a state 

job description that matches up with these individuals work. Could you 

suggest one and since they are working on Medicaid Transit/NCTracks 

are they considered E&E Allowable?

State job classes do not need to line up with exactly what a worker's 

responsibilities are. Map your workers to the closest matching state job 

class, then ensure their local job description accurately captures their 

roles and responsibilities.

We won't be prescribing or recommending any specific state job 

classes.

39 5 August 2022

If your agency attorney is assisting Medicaid staff with the interpretation 

of resources and reserves for eligibility like trusts, lifetime rights, etc. 

would attorney be allowable? 

Attorneys involved in E&E discussion or decision, but not involved in 

the system NC FAST, are not 75/25 allowable.

As a reminder, guidance on submitting Trusts to HMS for review and 

approval was shared in DCDL sent on December 15, 2020 (link).

Pursuant to the state Medicaid manual 11267.9 This would be an 

indirect cost from staff, legal, who handle agency-wide functions.  This 

is a cost which cannot be specifically identified with the 

development/operation of MMIS are at 50% FFP.
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Question 

Number

Last Update to 

Answer
Question Answer

40 5 August 2022

The presentation seemed to indicate that any staff covered by 75/25 

“had to be working in NC FAST.”

However, most Directors are not “actively” working in NC FAST, 

nonetheless they understand that a percentage of their time can be cost 

allocated at 75%. Can you please explain the logic?

Review the most updated guidance document for which activities are 

considered E&E eligible at 75/25. As a reminder, the 75/25 allowability 

is for eligible E&E activities performed in the system(including support 

and supervision of those activities).

Access to NC FAST could be used by directors as evidence of their 

involvement in supervising staff conducting allowable activities. 

However, access to NC FAST is not required in order to be E&E 

allowable, but the County should maintain contemporaneous 

documentation of the director’s time spent supervising those activities.

41 12 August 2022

About a third of the counties have a consolidated organizational 

structure with someone being the DHHS director.  The roles and 

responsibilities for this position vary among the consolidated counties.  

The OSHR local government class specs do not include an equivalent 

job classification for DHHS director.   

What do you recommend we use as the matching job classification? 

We recommend using County Social Services Director, as it seems to 

be the closest matching state job class.

Note that this role would be non-E&E allowable to 75/25, unless the 

DHHS director is also serving as the DSS Director and would, as a part 

of their ongoing job duties, directly oversee or support E&E allowable 

activities.

Finally, remember that State job class descriptions are for reference 

only, they are not meant to replace your local job description.

42 12 August 2022

We have a supervisor who supervises both Medicaid and Work First 

and her code is currently 87-00-A. Should she start doing a daysheet to 

separate her time?

No, you should determine internally what portion of her time is spent on 

Medicaid versus Work First and declare that allocated portion only. A 

daysheet would not be necessary.

You should use an audit-worthy methodology to determine the 

percentage of split between the two program areas supervised.

43 12 August 2022

How will we handle when an IMC III leaves that had E&E activities 

when we pay out their vacation (usually the next month)? I use the 

codes they used the previous month.

Will we have to change these to a non-EE code?

No, they will report as they normally do.

https://files.nc.gov/ncoshr/migrated_files/Guide/CompWebSite/Class%20Specs/09929.pdf
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Number

Last Update to 
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44 12 August 2022
Will there be a new 750 code to separate out our Medicaid workers/ 

supervisors and our FNS, Energy, Daycare workers/supervisors?

For non-E&E allowable agency-wide administrative staff, previously 

reported under SIS code 750, they now report using SIS code 804.

For non-E&E allowable income maintenance supervisory and support 

staff, previously reported under SIS code 753, they now report using 

SIS code 801.

45 19 August 2022
Our county is using daysheet for all our personnel, so should they use 

these new codes?

Cost-allocated staff would just need to use these 2 new Non-E&E SIS 

codes we showed during training when dealing with non-E&E activities.

46 19 August 2022
We need clarification on what staff must do in NC FAST to be considered 

E&E eligible.  Specifically processing assistants.

Performing E&E support activities such as retrieving data, entering data, 

or scanning documents into the system. Review the guidance document 

for E&E allowable activities.

47 19 August 2022
What if an employee scans documents into Laserfiche for workers to save 

in NC FAST?

That person is not adding content to NC FAST, but it might be eligible if 

that is used to support E&E allowable activities. Check the Guidance 

Document to get clarification on which activities directly support E&E.

48 19 August 2022 What if an employee runs NC FAST reports for use to manage caseloads?
That is part of supervisory and support of E&E activities, so it would be 

E&E allowable.

49 19 August 2022
All the allocated positions that support E&E would be allocated using app 

code reports?

Staff that are allowable would still use the same codes: 85/00/B and 

98/00/B.

Staff that are not allowable to 75/25 would go to these new codes, and 

would be allocated to 50/50 funding: 81/00/B and 96/00/B.

50 19 August 2022
What about temporary workers?  Since they do not have job descriptions, 

can they be claimed as E&E?

Yes, they can be claimed as E&E. Any temp worker reported on Part-I 

according to policy must have a State Job Class and E&E Allowability 

designation, regardless of whether they are grouped or individual.

51 19 August 2022

We have a Computing Support Tech position that is also a Security 

Officer.  She sets up workstations and gives access in NC Fast for 

Medicaid workers.  I have included this in our job description.  We code 

her as a 98 on the 1571.  Do I need to do anything different?

Since this worker is granting access to NCFAST, it is E&E Allowable, 

therefore it is okay to code her to 98 on the 1571.
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52 19 August 2022

On the Payroll Import Template, do we put E&E allowable under “EE 

Allowability Description” even if they are Food Stamp IM 

Caseworkers/Supervisors?

Any individual performing, supervising, or supporting E&E allowable 

activities should be considered E&E allowable. In North Carolina, the 

E&E system is the NC FAST integrated eligibility system. For example, 

the eligibility worker/eligibility supervisor role in NC FAST used by 

Medicaid, FNS, and WorkFirst staff is an integrated role and therefore 

could demonstrate E&E allowability. The daysheet will determine what 

reimbursement is drawn.

53 19 August 2022

How would we classify our Q&T staff on the import spreadsheet? They 

complete the 2nd-party reviews for their programs. (That is an eligibility 

component & requires access/work in NC FAST).

Activities which are subsequent to the eligibility determination are not 

allowable to 75/25.

If the reviews are performed as part of eligibility determination, these 

activities would be allowable to 75/25.

54 19 August 2022
For supervisors who supervise multiple programs (Medicaid and Work 

First), would it be best to have them do a day sheet?

If they are currently doing daysheets and they code 750, they can keep 

doing so. If they don't support E&E, they would use 804.

If they are not using daysheets, you do not need to breakout their 

supervisory activities, as long as supervising E&E direct staff is part of 

their normal responsibilities, they are E&E allowable.

55 19 August 2022

We have front desk staff that complete daysheets and have been coding 

750 ADM. They support Medicaid staff as well as all other agency 

programs. Do they continue coding 750 ADM?

Yes, if they are providing support to E&E, they would continue coding to 

750 ADM.

56 19 August 2022

We have staff that are FNS workers but also are responsible for intake of 

all programs including Medicaid; do we code them non-E&E or can we 

code the E&E?

They should be tagged as E&E direct. They are completing daysheets 

based on their work. 

57 19 August 2022
Could a DSS Director who directly supervises the IM Supervisor over 

Medicaid be considered EE?

Yes, if the director supervises E&E direct IM supervisors and is involved 

in decision around E&E activities, it could be deemed allowable. The 

county must determine if the involvement meets the E&E eligibility 

criteria as put forth in the guidance document. The job description should 

include these responsibilities.
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58 19 August 2022
Please explain again -- under what conditions are HR and Fiscal staff 

allowable?

They would have to be directly involved in NC FAST to support E&E 

activities. HR or Fiscal staff is not allowable if it's routine work unless with 

access to NC FAST to complete routine E&E Case activities, inquiries, or 

direct support. 

County Security Officer administering and maintaining access to NC 

FAST would be considered E&E allowable.

Other clerical/administrative staff would not be E&E allowable.

59 19 August 2022
Staff that is currently being allocated to 98/00/B will they remain allocated 

this way?
Only if they are E&E allowable. If not allowable, please use 96/00/B.

60 19 August 2022 When should non-E&E staff begin using SIS code 804? That SIS code will be available as of September 1st.

61 19 August 2022

Is the IT Security & Compliance specialist required to keep track of the 

E&E Allowable equipment/staff they are supporting or is their full salary 

allowable?

This is an allocated position. Therefore, you should report as you usually 

do, and they will be allowable if they support E&E direct staff.

62 19 August 2022

Medicaid Transportation position is not currently in the new payroll 

template. Will this position be added to the payroll template? Their time is 

currently reported as an Income Maintenance Case Worker.

If there is a state job class that is not listed that you believe should be 

added, reach out to your LBL so that it can be added to the Payroll 

Import Template and NC-CoReLS. 

OSHR however does not show a state job class for Medicaid 

Transportation coordinator. You need to align their county position with 

the state job class.

63 19 August 2022
Why would the Medicaid/WR supervisor be divided on the effort, but not 

the director?

Work First staff time/effort/cost reports on the Part IA, and MA staff 

time/effort/cost reports on the Part IB. 

Many counties have the WF program within their Income Maintenance 

Unit but forget they report on two separate sections of the Part I.  In order 

for the supervisor’s cost to be allocated to both programs – their cost 

must be split between Services & Income Maintenance.
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64 26 August 2022

When a new worker starts and they’re still in training, current standard 

practice is to put them on the Effort Worksheet and put their time to the 

Support or Supervision F/C/P that corresponds to their program area. 

Once they start getting cases then they start coding time to the daysheet 

instead. So when we have a new IMCW worker that’s just started and is 

not doing daysheets yet, should their Effort be reported as 85-00-B or the 

new 81-00-B code?  

This is solely dependent upon the support being provided when not in 

training. If the new IMCW workers are providing support to E&E, they 

would be reported as 85/00/B, but if they are not providing any support to 

E&E then they would be 81/00/B. 

65 26 August 2022
Why would an FNS worker be “E&E direct” on the spreadsheet? They 

aren’t doing Medicaid E&E.

FNS workers are E&E Eligible because they have NCFAST access and 

could work in Medicaid. If they are marked E&E Eligible and code all their 

time to FNS, no time is charged to MA 75%. If they are marked E&E 

Eligible and get pulled to work in Medicaid, they would code that time on 

their Day Sheets. But if they were marked as Non-E&E, got pulled to 

work in Medicaid, coded time on their Day Sheets, that would create an 

error when the county went to process the 1571. 

66 26 August 2022 What if someone is a backup security officer, are they E&E allowable?

They are E&E allowable because they are performing that security 

function. The county must have contemporaneous documentation to 

substantiate it if CMS samples the county.

67 26 August 2022
There is another person who handles NCID administration but does not 

provision NC FAST Roles. She is Non-E&E, correct?
Yes.

68 29 August 2022

Basic rule of thumb when training any staff using 753 would be if you were 

not completing/troubleshooting a case to determine eligibility or training 

someone on a case to determine eligibility, do not code 753, and same 

thought would apply to any expense?  

That if it is not an expense only for staff that works in the process of 

determining eligibility or processing apps for Medicaid or will affect 

eligibility determination of Medicaid, do not claim as 75/25. Is this 

understanding correct?

For E&E allowable training, you must be using the NC FAST system in 

your training. Otherwise, the training is Non-E&E.

753 is for Income Maintenance Supervisor and Clerical Support staff who 

complete daysheets, to report E&E allowable activities.

If you are troubleshooting a case within NC FAST, that activity would be 

E&E allowable. Troubleshooting NC FAST itself is not E&E allowable, as 

the application maintenance is covered by state team, and not county IT 

staff.
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69 29 August 2022

We have a Community Employment Case Manager who is doing some 

Medicaid work....Will we have to put them on the 'exception' sheet each 

month?

Community Employment Case Manager is a potentially allowable state 

job class. If this worker does Medicaid work, they should be indicated as 

E&E Direct as they will be reporting Medicaid time on their daysheet 

when applicable. There would be no need to complete the Backup 

Documentation Notice.

70 29 August 2022

If we choose E&E Train/OSS for the allowability description if the worker 

also does direct MA work is that ok or should we choose the E&E Direct 

description? 

Whether an employee does or does not do daysheets, if they do E&E 

direct work, you should designate them as E&E Direct on the Payroll 

Import Template.

71 29 August 2022
Retirees are 50/50 even if they were E&E allowable when they were 

actively working, correct?
Correct.

72
2 September 

2022

FNS Supervisor reported on the effort sheet should be reported as 85/00/B 

assuming they do E&E Allowable activities, correct?

Will there be an impact to their FNS reimbursement level?

That is correct, and there is no impact to their reimbursement level.

73
2 September 

2022

Will there be any new SIS codes for Medicaid IMCs to use on day sheets? 

Just thinking about some of their functions that have been identified as 

Non-E&E (50%) such as sitting in on hearings, or any other function they 

do outside of NCFast (combing through 5 years of paper bank statements 

for a Long-Term Care case, etc.) Won't they need to somehow separate 

out those functions into a Non-E&E code on the day sheet? Currently they 

use 890, 891, & 892 for nearly everything.

There are already NCFAST and non-NCFAST related Daysheet codes 

that IMC's use today that work in alignment with this guidance. That will 

not need to change.

Codes are in the SIS manual for reference.

SIS code 872 - MA: Non-Eligibility Administrative Activities (this is the 

SIS code for Non-E&E activities).

74
2 September 

2022

I have a IT Worker that is our security officer too.  She sets up all 

computers, gives IMC access to NCFast, resets passwords or anything 

else that they might have trouble accessing NCFast.  I claim her as 98/00 

B now.  She would still be E&E and I can claim her as E&E?  Do I have to 

pro-rate her time?  Or would it me her whole pay since she is a support 

person?

That is correct, if that is your security IT officer, this person is E&E, and 

you don't need to pro-rate her time, cost allocation will take care of that.

75
2 September 

2022

We are a consolidated county. We have an agency HR type person, and 

we have an HHS HR type person. Would the HHS person be E & E allow?

HR is not allowable to enhanced rate (see guidance shared in July). You 

would need to report them as non-E&E (allowable at the 50% rate only). 

It does not matter if your agency is integrated or not. The role is not 

allowable.
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76
9 September 

2022

We have a new local position called Medicaid Program Evaluator. I want to 

confirm, is this position is E&E Allowable?

If they are part of the eligibility process in NCFAST, they would therefore 

be eligible, if not involved in supporting or supervising the eligibility and 

enrollment process in NC FAST, they would not be eligible.

77
9 September 

2022
Are IMC Lead workers also considered E&E allowable? They are allowable if they support or supervise NC FAST E&E activities.

78
9 September 

2022
When caseworker is working on a recertification, is this E&E allowable? Yes, as they are redetermining eligibility.

79
9 September 

2022

On the effort sheet for IMC supervisor that works with both FNS & 

Medicaid, do I code them as 85/00/B? 

Right now, I break them out by workers’ time. So, I use 85/00/B & 84/00/A 

on my effort sheet. Note they supervise Medicaid Transportation.

No, you can report as you did before for this process using 85/00/B and 

84/00/A. You do not break out their time. With joint codes 

decommissioned, they will be split between two codes.

80
9 September 

2022

I'm a Fiscal Officer that supervises Medicaid Transportation. Would I code 

85/00/B for myself?

Medicaid Transportation is post-eligibility and is therefore not eligible to 

75/25. Medicaid transportation would be coded to 84/00/A and standard 

fiscal officer responsibilities would be coded to 96/00/B.

81
9 September 

2022

Can the Controller's office resend any ADP plans with the appropriate 

codes to use 383 vs 803?

No. You must determine the appropriate code based on your knowledge 

of the ADP expenses.

82
16 September 

2022

If we have a Social Worker or Social Work Supervisor who sometimes 

supports E&E allowable work, are they allowable? If they are why is the 

Payroll Import file showing these roles as ineligible?

They are allowable but with caution. Only the time they spend doing E&E 

work in the system is allowable, so they will either need to fill out 

daysheets, or split their effort between Part A and Part B to accurately 

reflect the allowable portion of personnel cost. Please make sure to 

document how you are defining that split and revisit this calculation at 

least annually.

The Payroll Import Template has been updated as of 9/12/2022 to reflect 

Social Work Supervisor and Social Worker positions as "potentially 

eligible" for E&E.
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83
16 September 

2022

With joint service codes being decommissioned, how do we code the 

people who previously used them?

With joint codes decommissioned, they will be split between two codes. 

Only the time they spend doing E&E work in the system is allowable, so 

they will either need to fill out daysheets, or split their effort between Part 

A and Part B to accurately reflect the allowable portion of personnel cost. 

Please make sure to document how you are defining that split and revisit 

this calculation at least annually.

84
16 September 

2022

If your supervisor only supervises food stamps, are they E&E Allowable? 

Do we code them to 85/00/B?

Yes, they are. The cost allocation process remains in that our Income 

Maintenance Supervisors continue to be allocated as they currently are. 

Any individual performing, supervising, or supporting E&E allowable 

activities should be considered E&E allowable. In North Carolina, the 

E&E system is the NC FAST integrated eligibility system. For example, 

the eligibility worker/eligibility supervisor role in NC FAST used by 

Medicaid, FNS, and WorkFirst staff is an integrated role and therefore 

could demonstrate E&E allowability. The daysheet will determine what 

reimbursement is drawn.

85
23 September 

2022

I know Security Officers are E&E Allowable – should we mark them as 

E&E Support?
Yes, you may designate them as E&E Support.
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86

30 September 

2022

If a paralegal spends time doing property searches, has NCFAST access, 

and enters the results of the property search into NCFAST for 

Medicaid/FNS applications/reviews, would this be E&E allowable? 

Also, since the Paralegal job class is listed as Not E&E Allowable on the 

Payroll Import Template, would the county need to submit back up 

documentation for this position every month? 

IF the paralegal is performing E&E Support – doing the required property 

asset verification and entering that into NCFast, then it is allowable.

IF on the other hand the paralegal is working with assets related to trusts, 

lifetime rights, etc., to determine eligibility, therefore, by policy, it is not 

allowable as the evaluation of assets, trusts, etc., are required to be 

performed by DHB. See response to question 39 (1. Guidance on Part-I 

Personnel Costs) for more details.

Because paralegal staff is generally ineligible, a backup documentation 

notice would be needed. 

Please also include that activity in their job description. Note that you can 

indicate in the notice that it is an ongoing activity, and you would not 

need to submit a new notice for the following months.

87
18 October 

2022

Insurance and Bonds and Unemployment Compensation

Are they E&E Allowable?

Unemployment compensation is not E&E allowable. While fringe benefits 

are E&E allowable, those fringe benefits only cover employee insurance, 

unemployment insurance, and worker’s compensation insurance (the 

premiums). The actual benefit of worker’s compensation or 

unemployment compensation are separate from insurance premiums, 

and therefore do not fall under E&E allowable fringe benefits. 
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1 22 July 2022

Is it advised to split up how we submit requests for payments to our 

finance department between what may be 75 vs 50 eligible in order to 

make claiming easier when inputting entries in Part-II?

That is really a county decision on which process you want to 

implement on how you determine E&E vs non-E&E expenditures 

reported on the Part-II.

2
22 July 2022 When we talk of office supplies, are we saying that we need to break 

them into each unit?

Yes, if you break out for 359, then you must break out for all units. If for 

310, you will need to ensure that all expenses are allowable for E&E 

consumption and substantiate this. If not allowable for E&E, another 

code will be issued for non-EE Costs previously claimed under 310.

3 22 July 2022

If a county currently claims supplies to 310 and does not break out 

supplies by cost centers, can they continue claiming all supplies to 

310?

310 will be designated to E&E allowable and a new code for non-E&E 

will be made available.

4 22 July 2022

How should bulk fuel purchases be treated?

Should they be treated like Office Supplies, as long as counties have 

documentation of how it supports E&E staff?

Or should it be treated like travel and only fuel costs that are related to 

E&E training or E&E duties be allowed?

You will treat the costs just like travel. It can be either way depending 

on how you handle these costs now. If they currently break out fuel by 

unit (Services, IM, CSE, Admin) then the amount for IM can be 

reported broken out between the E&E vs non-E&E code for IM Support 

(359 & 801).

If they cannot distinguish how much was for E&E allowable travel and 

are reporting under either 310 or 359, then they would report it under 

the applicable Non-E&E code for allocation.

5 29 July 2022
How would big ticket items be allocated such as vehicle purchases, 

etc.?

First, we do not charge anything directly to Medicaid. Vehicles would 

fall under the same rules as any type of transportation. A vehicle 

purchase will not be 75/25 allowable. So, it would have to be allocated 

as a Non-E&E allowable expense.

6 12 August 2022

Regarding items coded to 310 (office supplies, telephone, etc.) would 

we now have to break that out between the Medicaid units and 

everyone else? If so, how would we do that?

If you are currently coding your office supplies to 310, moving forward 

you will need to separate what is E&E allowable to 75/25, from what is 

not allowable. You will keep coding the allowable portion to 310, and 

the non-E&E allowable portion would be coded to 804.

Please refer to the guidance document or contact your LBL to obtain a 

copy.
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7 12 August 2022
If we break up our postage between MA, FNS, Etc. would it be 

allowable?

Postage is not allowable as per guidance. So, you would need to use 

non-allowable Part-II code 804.

8 19 August 2022
Are Proprietary software specifically developed for human services, 

such as Northwoods,  not allowable for FFP at all?

At this time, we are still getting clarification on which software is 

allowable and which software would require a COTS waiver to be 

allowable. Our recommendation is that proprietary software specifically 

developed for human services which has been approved through the 

ADP process for this current year should not be considered E&E 

Allowable, but may be cost allocated to 50/50. Additional guidance may 

be provided that may result in additional software being considered 

E&E Allowable.

9 19 August 2022

Maximus prepares our indirect cost plan each year and tell us what 

amount should be coded to 310 311 and 423.How do we determine what 

amount is E&E eligible or has Maximus been updated on how to handle 

this?

We are not in touch with central cost allocation plan developers as it is a 

county choice. You can however communicate changes with them.

Note that the only indirect cost that CMS would consider to be E&E 

eligible to 75/25 would be cost of space occupied by staff conducting 

direct E&E activities, supporting E&E activities, or supervising E&E 

activities.

10 19 August 2022

We contract with a company for interpreting services when our in-house 

interpreter is not available.  We normally code this to 310. Would this be 

something allowable for E&E.  When Medicaid uses this service it is 

normally for a enrollment and eligibility task.

It is E&E allowable and can be reported under 310. For further 

clarification, check the guidance document to determine when 

interpreting is considered E&E allowable.

11 19 August 2022

Currently we code cleaning to 310. The cleaning is a contracted with a 

company.  This service is for all DSS. Is this something that would be 

E&E?

Yes, cleaning is considered cost of space and is allowable for E&E. It will 

be cost allocated.

12 19 August 2022

We have a company that comes and shreds documents on-site.  This 

service is for the entire agency. We normally code this to 310.  Is this E&E 

allowable?

No, as it is not directly related to E&E work. Therefore, it should be 804. 
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13 19 August 2022
Are utility costs E&E allowable?  This would include electricity, water, gas, 

telephones and fax machines.

Utility costs are allowable for allocation. CMS considers cost of space to 

be E&E eligible to 75/25 for the portion occupied by staff conducting 

direct E&E activities, supporting E&E activities, or supervising E&E 

activities.

14 19 August 2022
Is the Security Guard state job class for a person that does building 

security (contracted guards) or just the computer related security?

The Security Guard state job class (Ineligible) is for building security. It is 

not related to computer security.

15 19 August 2022 If utility is allowable, is rent allowable? Rent is allowable if it can be broken out based on E&E occupancy.

16 19 August 2022
Our security guard is for the entire building and reported on the Part II so 

this is allowable?

That cost would not be allowable. So, it would be 804 if contracted, or to 

96/00/B if directly employed by county.

17 19 August 2022
What is an example of something coded to 359 that would need to be 

changed to 801?

As an example, travel costs would need to be for attending training on 

NC FAST to be allowable, and therefore 359. If a travel cost is to attend 

training about policy, it would be non-E&E, so it would change to be 

coded as 801.

18 19 August 2022
May we break out the rent & utility expenses as a % of total FTEs for E&E 

allowability?

Yes, you must break out the rent, but the utilities do not have to be 

broken out. You cannot use the FTEs for rent, it has to be on actual 

space occupied by E&E eligible staff.

19 19 August 2022 Would we need to figure square footage for the utility cost?
No, you do not.

20 19 August 2022

When doing Part II entries, should we now be choosing the Fund Source 

as "4" / Non-Reimbursable or does it matter? I notice there are non-

reimbursable Part II codes still marked with a fund source of "1"/ 

Reimbursable.

No - do not use Fund Source 4 - use Fund Source 1 as it is still 

reimbursable to 50/50.
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21
12 October 

2022

When we buy computer equipment or services, we have always reported 

everything as 383. Computers are considered agency use since they can 

be assigned to anyone and may commonly get switched around to new 

positions as need arises. Is it correct that we now need to track and report 

ADP (and other) equipment purchases for E&E staff separately from other 

areas? 

The claiming of ADP equipment has many variables, as it encompasses 

computers and other forms of ADP equipment. For example, if the 

agency has an agency-wide ADP computer LEASE, then it would be 

reportable as an agency-wide E&E allowable cost. The cost for 

PURCHASING computers must be treated consistently throughout the 

agency. For example, if you are buying computers for a specific unit, 

then you would use the appropriate ADP code. If you are purchasing 

computers for agency-wide use, then you would use the agency-wide 

ADP code. Again, you must treat costs consistently. For other items 

falling under ADP such as networked multi-function machines (printers / 

copiers / scanners), you must apply the E&E allowability guidance when 

determining how they are claimed.

22
12 October 

2022

What happens if devices get reassigned to other Non-E&E staff? Does 

everything have to serve out its useful life in that unit to avoid an audit 

finding?  

If the agency has billed this as E&E allowable to Income Maintenance 

ADP code 802, then the county will have to figure the remaining useful 

life of the equipment and claim the remaining balance to Non-E&E.

23 19 August 2022

There are lots of services that support E&E activities, but that aren’t 

specific to that area. These are for the entire agency like our firewall 

monitoring, electronic fax system, text messaging service, telephone 

system, etc. These have always been reported as 383. Is any modification 

needed for this practice?  

Maintenance of county network and county equipment is Non-E&E per 

CMS guidance. The E&E system is NC FAST which is maintained by the 

State. Those associated costs for the county systems would be reported 

as Non-E&E (803).

24
12 October 

2022

Should we combine expenses previously reported to 310 & 311 and now 

code to 804?  I’m specifically unclear on how to code expenses currently 

reported as 311.

No, you should not combine current 310 and 311 expenses and code 

them to 804. 

311 is for Non-E&E and is to be added to your other Non-E&E identified 

expenses for the manual reclassification. 310 is for E&E allowable 

expenses. Note that the only portion within the central cost allocation 

plan that CMS would consider to be E&E eligible to 75/25 would be cost 

of space occupied by staff conducting direct E&E activities, supporting 

E&E activities, or supervising E&E activities.

804 is for Non-E&E expenses that were previously reported under 310.
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25 26 August 2022
When it comes to expenses such as pest control, water/sewer bills can 

those be cost allocated to E&E allowable expenses or not?
Yes, it is E&E allowable for workspaces used by E&E staff.

26 26 August 2022
Also, what about the depreciation of our VOIP phone system? Not the 

monthly expenses but the monthly depreciation.

Depreciation costs for ADP should be marked as Non-E&E, therefore 

only eligible to claiming for 50% FFP.

27 26 August 2022

Indirect Cost Plan part II coding clarification: 

When our Indirect cost plan was completed for the new fiscal year prior to 

the new requirements, the numbers were broken up between 310, 311 & 

423.  My understanding is that the 310 costs should now be placed under 

804? 

Will this cause fiscal or single audit findings since the Indirect Cost plan 

coding and the new requirement coding do not match?

No. This approach was shared with CMS, therefore we do not expect 

these new requirements for coding would raise further auditing. 

Monitoring will be based on published guidance.

28
12 October 

2022
How should we claim Copier/Printer lease payments?

If the cost for a printer/copier lease is solely for the machine and is not 

based on print jobs, you would claim the cost as you currently do. For 

leases based on print jobs the county must be able to determine how 

much is for E&E printing for the cost to be E&E allowable. If you cannot 

determine the amount solely for E&E printing, the cost is Non-E&E.

By sampling print jobs, you can determine a percentage of E&E 

allowable printing which will be the basis of claiming the cost for the year. 

Whether using a exact monthly amount or a sample-based percentage, 

either way is an audit-worthy method of determining cost claimed.
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29 26 August 2022

If the county pays someone to maintain landscape around the DSS 

building which includes mowing, weed eating, spraying,, etc.  Is this an 

allowable E & E 310 cost?

CMS would probably not see it as direct support of E&E function, so it 

should be declared under the Part-II code under 804.

30
12 October 

2022

Regarding our monthly 310 Indirect Cost expenses prepared by Maximus, 

do we pick out the 310 cost included in this plan and separate those cost 

between 310 & 804?  

Also, the cost paid to Maximus to prepare the Indirect Plan is this 

allowable 310 E & E cost?

Note that the only indirect cost that CMS would consider to be E&E 

eligible to 75/25 would be cost of space occupied by staff conducting 

direct E&E activities, supporting E&E activities, or supervising E&E 

activities.

The cost paid to Maximus should be 310, because it's a mandatory cost, 

it can be reported under 310 as allowable expenses.

31 26 August 2022

All agency vehicles are available if MA staff needed to do a home visit to 

complete an application, is the vehicle maintenance expense a 310  E&E 

cost?

No, vehicle maintenance expenses are not E&E allowable. 

Travel related costs are only allowable when traveling to training on the 

NC FAST system or travel that is necessary for Enrollment/Eligibility.

32 26 August 2022
How do we go about breaking out the rent, electric and phones for E&E 

eligibility?

No need to break utilities cost out, because it's part of E&E expenses.

Regarding rent, you would need to break it out based on the space used 

by E&E eligible staff. The rest of the rent would go to 50%.

33 29 August 2022

In the training session, we saw different parts that are listed as allowable, 

under conditions of identifying allowable portions of expenses. Will we be 

required to claim all or nothing? Or can we break it apart, and start with 

just staff, and wait till later to declare all of expenses when ready?

These new requirements in determining E&E costs are effective as  of 

September service month that would be charged in October.

If you're not fully ready, you can declare everything as 50/50 until you 

can back up a portion that is E&E as 75/25 (for example using square 

footage to support portion of janitorial contract as E&E allowable to 

75/25).
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34 29 August 2022

Would the entire internet bill be E&E, or would we have to split it 

somehow?

Would Tech maintenance services be E&E allowable?

Internet access is E&E allowable, it's agency-wide, it's required to access 

NC FAST, and is consumed by E&E staff.

If tech maintenance (e.g., maintaining the E&E worker's local connectivity 

and workstations) is part of the DSS agency cost, it should be E&E 

allowable, because it's supporting basic cost of access.

35 29 August 2022
When doing the square footage for  E&E eligibility for rent, do we include 

copier rooms, hallways, kitchen and bathrooms?

Calculate all the square footage of shared space, and then allocate it. 

Another option is to remove that shared space so that it is not accounted 

for. For example, if a copy room is used by everyone, it is shared space, 

but if it's not used by E&E staff, then you would not count that space at 

all.

36 29 August 2022

Earlier it was stated vehicle maintenance was not an allowable cost even if 

a MA staff used a vehicle to do a home visit to complete application, but 

that fuel is allowable. Can you please clarify? 

Vehicle maintenance does not support E&E activities. Fuel to specifically 

support E&E activities is allowable.

37 29 August 2022
The agency phone bill is allowable,  but cell phones (if social workers only) 

would not be allowable, is that correct?

Correct. If cell phones are for social workers only, that would not be E&E 

allowable since it is not used for the E&E process. If cellphones are used 

by E&E allowable staff, it could be deemed E&E allowable.

ADP cell phones should be declared as Non-E&E, while those used by 

IMC would be allowable to 75/25.

38 29 August 2022

We have 2 cleaning staff that are county employees that are housed in our 

agency.  Their salaries are charged to our budget, and we claim them 

under Cost of Space.  How do we claim them?  Do we have to break out 

their salaries?

Cleaning staff is allocated as cost of space, and you can continue to 

report them as you currently do. This does not change housekeeping and 

janitorial staff that are employees of the agency.

39 29 August 2022
All supplies, copiers, and telephones are available to all the staff in our 

agency, so can it all be listed under 310, correct?

Except for copiers, it would be 310. See question #28 regarding 

copiers/printers.

40 29 August 2022
What about janitorial supplies such as toilet paper, paper towels etc. if they 

are used for the entire agency?  

Yes, they are allocated as cost of space, so are E&E allowable. Continue 

to report the costs as you currently do.

41
9 September 

2022

Since we claim Worker's Comp as a lump sum figure via 310, what is the 

recommendation in breaking that out to claim EE and Non-E&E?

Worker’s Compensation Insurance PREMIUMS are E&E Allowable and 

should continue to be reported under 310 on the Part II.
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42
9 September 

2022

Early on in this process it was said that in order to charge office supplies 

or telephone to 310 we would need to separate out those items or services 

that were specific to an E&E allowable individual or unit and claim only 

that portion to 310.  More recently, it was stated that if office supplies and 

telephone are used by everyone in the agency and not specific to a Non-

E&E allowable individual or unit that we could charge it all to 310.  Just 

looking for the most recent guidance or clarification on this.

The rule of thumb is that if the supplies are used by EVERYONE, it is 

E&E allowable. When you order specific things for specific units that are 

for Non-E&E personnel, that charge is not E&E allowable.

43
23 September 

2022

Postage is not an E&E allowable cost, but is the lease payment for a 

postage machine E&E Allowable?

Because postage is Non-E&E, then the postage machine which weighs, 

determines & prints/provides postage would not be E&E and should be 

reported under 804.  

If it is as an ADP piece of equipment because of network connectivity & 

processing of data, then they would use the non-E&E ADP Code of 803.

44
23 September 

2022

Is non-proprietary software E&E allowable? For example, a secure email 

service such as Zix, or general computer application licenses such as 

Office, Adobe, etc.? 

Off the shelf software available to the general public which is in direct 

support of E&E functions should be allowable to 75/25. For example, 

Microsoft Office or Adobe.

45
30 September 

2022

If a county is claiming prior month expenses from August 2022 or before, 

do they have to follow the new E&E policy? For example, county finance 

forgot to charge the July postage to DSS until November. 

If this had been charged to DSS timely, the county would have been able 

to claim it as a 310 cost at the time. Beginning in September this would be 

non-E&E and must be charged to 804.

You would report it under the new rule. Note that even if these costs 

would be allowable to 50% FFP only, this loss would be compensated by 

the state hold-harmless funding for this year.

46
30 September 

2022

I have a county whose IMC workers use Laserfiche to scan information 

into NCFAST. They do have one social worker who has “read only” 

access.  

How does the one social worker affect the E&E allowability of the 

Laserfiche purchase? Can they claim the whole amount if primarily used 

by IMC workers, or does the invoice need to be broken out?

Our county is purchasing a Laserfiche software upgrade package  -- that is 

used to put information in to NCFAST by Medicaid and FNS workers but 

also used as read only by Social Workers, is that E & E allowable?

If the Laserfiche software upgrade is for a Northwoods program, such as 

Compass, guidance is all previously approved ADP is to be reported as 

Non-E&E. The division is seeking guidance on Northwoods products.
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Process Change Activities

Question 

Number

Last Update to 

Answer
Question Answer

1 22 July 2022
What information will be presented at the in-person workshop at SSI 

on August 4? Should we make plans to attend?

A preview of the full NC-CoReLS process, and a few examples will be 

presented, and a panel of experts will be present to answer questions 

on the new process and guidance. 

If you are unable to attend, then the following week, virtual trainings 

with your LBLs will be offered to cover these topics, as well as a testing 

environment to practice on your own.

2 29 July 2022 Will there be an opportunity to in-person training?
In-person training is not scheduled; however, you may attend the SSI 

on August 4th for a live presentation.

3 29 July 2022 Has a date been set for the part 2 training on coding?
Invitations went out on 28 July! If you have questions about the training 

dates or need to schedule a makeup session, please contact your LBL.

4 29 July 2022
Since we will be dealing with job descriptions, should program 

managers and HR personnel attending the training?

We recommend discussing with HR both how to match employees to 

state job classes and how to accurately update job descriptions. They 

are welcomed to join our training sessions or virtual meetings to ask 

questions. They may also watch the recorded training sessions. Again, 

we will not provide specific language for job descriptions.

5 29 July 2022

Has the start month of this change been extended? I want to make 

sure that the Oct. for Sept. Reimbursement is accurate and not a 

typo?

No. Changes take effect for September service month.

6 19 August 2022
Would the county be accountable and need to reimburse if CMS 

disagrees with our decisions on 75/25 reimbursement?

If CMS comes back and rules the guidance the state has given to the 

counties is incorrect, the county will not be responsible for the 

discrepancy. However, it is the county's responsibility to follow this 

guidance properly and if that guidance is not followed, the county would 

be responsible as they are for any other financial reporting error. Our 

best recommendation is to take a safe approach and select Non-E&E if 

you have doubt on your ability to demonstrate allowability in accordance 

with our published guidance.
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Process Change Activities

Question 

Number

Last Update to 

Answer
Question Answer

7 19 August 2022
I did not see the new state job class field or allowability description fields 

in CoReLS yet.

These updated fields will be made available in CoReLS at the end of 

September only, as they will be required when logging your September 

month data between Oct 1st and Oct 17th.

You can however see these updated fields in the UAT environment in the 

meantime.

8 19 August 2022
If the position is E&E eligible, is the manual reclassification step 

removing non-E&E eligible portion of their time?

No. Staff that are E&E eligible are not affected by the manual 

reclassification. 

9 19 August 2022
Is the Daysheet Coding information being shared with Eligibility 

Staff/Supervisors separate from our training?

No, your workers will not see any changes in how they report their work. 

Only your allocated staff will eventually need these codes if your county 

requires them to complete daysheets.

10 29 August 2022 Is this new process for 75/25 claiming going to end at any point?
No, at this moment this is the new standard moving forward to meet CMS 

requirements. 

11 29 August 2022
Is the 75/25 permanent? I was under the impression when it first came out 

it was a temporary enhancement, but that may have changed or be wrong.
75/25 is currently part of the federal code.
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Payroll Import Template / Backup Documentation Notice

Question 

Number

Last Update to 

Answer
Question Answer

1 22 July 2022

Are we able to add columns to the payroll import template that has 

been provided so it would be similar to what we already have with the 

addition of the extra columns required for the E&E requirements?

If not, we will be forced to do a lot of mathematical calculations 

manually since we have two separate payrolls each month.

No, the payroll import template has been designed to be standardized 

across the state to work with the updates being made to NC-CoReLS.

It's recommended that you update your payrolls to incorporate these 

changes so that you reduce the amount of manual work you do each 

month.

2 29 July 2022 Does everyone in DSS need to be on the E&E Import Spreadsheet?

Yes, that is the most efficient way to import your staff so that their 

positions are aligned with a state job class and E&E Allowability. There 

are some counties that have a robust IT dept that don't use an Excel 

spreadsheet, however if they are capable and able to align those two 

fields within their own database, that can be done.

3 29 July 2022

I was unable to attend the training last week, but I received the new 

template for importing payroll, do we need to use that in the upcoming 

month? Or will this be for September service month recorded in 

October?

The new payroll import template will not be used UNTIL September 

service month.

4 29 July 2022
Could we not have a generic “DSS GENERAL ADMIN” state job class 

for non-eligible staff?

Every county must select the state job class that BEST aligns to each of 

their positions. The county can title their positions as they see fit, but for 

CMS, there needs to be uniformity. That's why each of those local 

positions is mapped to the most appropriate state job class.

You will map positions that you post in 1571 for reimbursement. You 

won't have to map to state job classifications other positions without 

activities going to 1571.

5 29 July 2022
If the state job class is not listed in the import sheet, do we just choose 

the closest one?

Escalate it to us so we can check if it is missing from the template. 

Otherwise, work with your HR team to choose which one best aligns.

6 29 July 2022

Can you use links to load your new payroll import documents?  

(Links means using formula to link data between sheets)

If you are using links now and there are no issues importing to NC-

CoReLS, then there should be no issues moving forward with the new 

Payroll Import Template. Just make sure that the 2 new fields "State 

Job Class" and "EE Allowability Designation" are included, filled with 

values from the drop-down cells, for each employee.
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Payroll Import Template / Backup Documentation Notice

Question 

Number

Last Update to 

Answer
Question Answer

7 29 July 2022
For a consolidated agency - including both Public Health and DSS - do 

we just map the DSS positions to the state job classifications?

You will map positions that you report on 1571 for reimbursement. If it is 

a shared worker, then the shared portion that goes to 1571 means this 

worker will need to be mapped. If there is no  portion going to 1571, 

then you will not have to map to state job classifications.

8 29 July 2022
The new payroll import file will not let us type in the state job class cell 

to input a job title that is not on State website. How to work around that?

You will not work around that. You will select an option from the drop-

down menu to map to the most appropriate state job class. Your local 

job description will reflect a worker's actual job title and responsibilities.

Note, there was one instance in which we omitted to include a state job 

class in the template. So, if you see a similar issue occurring, please 

escalate it to your LBL.

9 12 August 2022
As I enter info into the new payroll template, there is a red #Name?

popping up in column M. Is that okay?

Several counties told us they saw an error message displaying in the 

Payroll import file when using older versions of Excel. This issue was 

fixed, and you can upload the latest version of the file here: 

https://www.ncdhhs.gov/payroll-import-template

10 12 August 2022
When should we submit the Backup documentation notice requested if 

we marked E&E personnel with a State Job class marked as ineligible?

We recommend to provide this Backup Documentation Notice when 

submitting the 1571 of that month. You would need to provide it only at 

the initial month of the change, and then maintain that documentation.

You can find the Backup Documentation Notice template here:

https://www.ncdhhs.gov/dss-1571-backup-documentation-notice

11 19 August 2022

My current Part I template has a total row that totals all the salaries and 

all the benefits. The updated Part I we received doesn't have totals for 

salary and benefits columns. should it? or can we add it?

That's an agency option, it will not affect payroll import if it's in the last 

column or row of the table.

12 19 August 2022

Are we required to use the state position classifications directly from the 

template for mapping, or may we also pull a position from the State HR 

website.

You must use a state job class from the drop-down menu in the Payroll 

Import Template. If there is a state job class that is not listed that you 

believe should be added, reach out to your LBL so that it can be added 

to the Payroll Import Template and NC-CoReLS.

https://www.ncdhhs.gov/payroll-import-template
https://www.ncdhhs.gov/dss-1571-backup-documentation-notice
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Payroll Import Template / Backup Documentation Notice

Question 

Number

Last Update to 

Answer
Question Answer

13 29 August 2022

On the Import Spreadsheet. The fiscal manual says that the "County Job 

Class" is limited at 7 characters. Can that be increased?

For example, we have "IMC II Food Stamps."

That field is limited in CoReLS because CARS cannot take more 

character. CoReLS is a more advanced processing system and CARS is 

an older system, which cannot be expanded.

14
2 September 

2022

With the changes being made to the payroll template, do you have a 

suggestion how to handle without rekeying all the information over. 

Example we have already balanced our July Date now with the changes 

we would need to rekey in order to have the changes. Cutting ang Pasting 

doesn't seem to work.

Once you have the Payroll Import Template set, you can conduct a 

"Save-As" for the new month, which will keep all of the information 

without you needing to re-do the entries.

Additionally, you can do a copy/paste so long as you use Paste-Special 

→ Values Only.
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NC-CoReLS DSS-1571 Process

Question 

Number

Last Update to 

Answer
Question Answer

1 22 July 2022 What function codes are pulling down 75/25 currently?

Codes that allocate are: 85/00/B, 98/00/B, 359, 381ADP, 310, 311, 383 

ADP. New codes are being created for Part-I and Part-II to report non-

E&E staff and/or administrative costs.

Reporting of direct staff completing daysheets will not be affected. 

To be allocated to 75/25, personnel must be performing functions 

related to allowable E&E activities.

2 29 July 2022
Will we still be using the new Part 2 spreadsheet to enter purchase costs? 

Or will this be updated for the 75/25 amounts?

Yes, the Part-II spreadsheet will not change, but NC-CoReLS will begin 

accepting new codes that you will be able to enter in the spreadsheet.

3 12 August 2022
Will the DSS-3538 form used by counties be revised due to these 

changes?
No, the DSS-3538 form and process are not being changed.

4 19 August 2022 When will the new codes shown during training be made available?
Codes will be shared with counties during next week training. They 

would have to be used for Sept service Data starting October.

5 19 August 2022
When we have non-E&E staff sometimes conducting E&E activities, will 

we need every month to adjust their allowability in CoReLS?

Our interpretation is that if a worker conducts E&E activities in the 

system, or supervises, or supports these activities, then they will be 

allowable, and the cost allocation will tell what portion of their work is 

going to E&E allowability to 75/25. If the employee is doing a daysheet 

and is part of your economic services division/program, our suggestion 

would be to make them E&E allowable, so that if they do code time to 

Medicaid 75/25 then it will not create a data discrepancy. Be sure to keep 

documentation as to why the employee is eligible.

6 26 August 2022

Questions related to Part II Coding of 804 & 310. How is the 

reimbursement not double dipping when broken up?

I believe the biggest concern was that with the 804 code would spread 

across all program codes at 50% but was concerned that 310 was doing 

the same for 75% for the same thing. 

We have to use the FTEs in 75% to figure out the amount of non-

allowable overhead they are pulling so that it can be moved to the 50% 

reimbursable rate, so that there is no double-dip. Please see the answer 

above.

7
2 September 

2022

If we don't see 434 or 444 receiving app codes on our reports, is that a 

problem?

No, some counties may not have special assistance cases in a month 

and won't have anything appear on those receiving app codes.
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NC-CoReLS DSS-1571 Process

Question 

Number

Last Update to 

Answer
Question Answer

8
30 September 

2022

When a county gets their new Cost Allocation Plan in late November. 

Since July they have been using the numbers from the prior year’s plan. 

Now they need to make corrections. They go back and do corrections on 

the Part-II for the 310, 311, and 423 plan costs for July, August, 

September, and October. When they make the corrections for 311 during 

the manual reclassification step, they would move all the 311 costs 

allocated to 75% MA to 50% MA, even though for two of those months 

(July and August) 311 was allowable to 75%. So, is there something 

different counties would need to do in this case?

For service months prior September 2022:

If it leads to a reduction of 311 and/or 310 cost pool amount, you will 

report that reduction under 310 only so the correct amount is refunded 

back to federal government based on a 75% FFP basis.

If it's an increase, report the adjustment following the new rules. Note 

that even if it leads these costs to be allowable to 50% FFP only, this 

25% loss would be compensated by the state hold-harmless funding for 

this fiscal year.

Please review the Prior-Period Adjustment job aid.

https://www.ncdhhs.gov/nc-corels-prior-period-adjustment-job-aid


Enhanced Medicaid Claiming Process

• CAP: Cost Allocation Plan

• CMS: Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services

• DCDL: Dear County Director Letters

• E&E: Enrollment & Eligibility

• FAQ: Frequently Asked Questions

• FFP: Federal Financial Participation

• IT: Information Technology

• LBL: Local Business Liaison

• NC-CoReLS: NC County Reimbursement Ledger Suite

• NC FAST: North Carolina Families Accessing Services through Technology

• OSS: Over the Shoulder Support

• SSI: Social Services Institutes (conference organized on August 3-5, 2022)

• QA/QC: Quality Assurance / Quality Control
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List of Acronyms

https://www.ncdhhs.gov/about/administrative-offices/office-controller/county-departments-social-services/important-correspondence/office-controller-dear-county-director-correspondence
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Thank You
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Contact your LBL for questions


